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Letter from the President
During my time as president I want our association to work hard on adding
members. Naturally every president of every association says that’s their
goal. It’s a lot harder than one would think. The question we often get
asked is “why should I join?” And “What do we get out of it?” Aside from
the obvious reasons such as a voice in the industry, showing your
customers that you follow the code of ethics of our association and the
great rates on insurance and bonding through Federated insurance, it gets
a little murky. One of my goals as president and the goals of the other
board members is to be able to proudly answer the “why would I”
question. We want to add tangible benefits to our association. Clearly
identify the benefits that are currently in place and add training similar to
training that the AFA, and NAFCA have in place.
I can honestly tell you that we will work very hard for you in the upcoming
years. My hope is that when my tenure is up that we can look back and be
as proud of what we’ve accomplished as a board as Martin and the 24 past
presidents and boards must have been when they looked back on their
time. Please don’t hesitate to contact me anytime. When I receive a call
from you I promise to speak to you with honesty, integrity and in
confidence as the President of the CFIA. Please don’t for a minute think of
me as a competitor even if we meet at job sites. When I speak to you I
promise to wear my CFIA hat and not my company hat. I’d love to hear
from you. Let’s make fencing great again! ☺
Our team has been working hard on our social media page. Please take the
time to like and share and like our page on Facebook and we’ll do the
same with yours.
Please enjoy a safe and prosperous 2018. Please, please, please send your
family, friends and co-workers home safe at the end of each workday.
Yours in fencing,
Jamey Logan , CFIA President
Strictly.fences@sasktel.net Strictly Fences Ltd. PH: 306-692-4303

I’d like to start by introducing myself. My
name is Jamey Logan and I’m the new
President of the CFIA.
Alongside my wife Sheri, we own and
operate a small fence company in Moose Jaw
Saskatchewan. We have been in the business of building fences since 1995.
Like most family owned fence companies we have employed many friends
and relatives throughout the years. My two kids who are 20 and 22 years
old respectively, have worked with us at various points throughout their
lives and are currently pursuing their own careers in the business sector.
Until a few years ago I knew very little about the CFIA but knew I wanted to
get involved. I’m very passionate about the industry and about its people. I
called the President at the time and asked how I could get involved. I then
flew out to a meeting and was elected to the board. I have learned a lot
during that time and have met many, many, wonderful, caring people who
share the same goal within the industry. That goal is to better the industry
for not only us but for future fencers while encouraging everyone to get
involved.
On January 9th while at the AGM in Toronto I was elected as President and
am very excited and humbled to be leading this great association. I have
very large shoes to fill as the past president Martin McCooey did an
unbelievable job of bringing the industry together towards a common
goal. The current board is in a transition phase and in the next issue I will
have an update on who has filled what role.
As many of you know Martin has been working tirelessly on updating the
CGSB specifications for the last few years now. That monumental task is
finally coming to fruition as the ballot has closed and the votes have been
counted. It’s really only a matter of time now until the revised standard will
be published. Thanks to all of you who contributed and a special thanks to
Martin.
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Publisher’s Note
3
5
5
6

IN THIS ISSUE

Spring is slow in coming this year and I am sure all you
fencers are “chomping at the bit”. The river in my neck
of the woods is still frozen but the geese seem to be
enjoying the patches of water now appearing.
Housing starts look stable and promising and the
unemployment rate is low. It looks like a good
fencing season is about to begin!
We live in exciting times with a potential trade war between China and the
United States and uncertainty with the NAFTA talks. Who knows what impact
these events will have.
I was just visiting Milton, Ontario and all I could sea to the horizon were houses
going up. Milton is the fastest-growing community in Ontario, and sixth overall
in Canada. While the town was ranked first in the country for rapid growth
during the last census, the top spot has now been taken over by Warman, Sask.,
which has grown by 55.1 per cent since 2011 and is followed by four other
Prairie municipalities where building is booming. Can you imagine the
opportunities to build fences?
We have some interesting stories in this issue, especially the one on our past
president, Martin McCooey.
Enjoy!

NAFCA News

Maureen Fodrek, Publisher, mfodrek@sympatico.ca

The North American Fence Contractor Association (NAFCA) held its
sixth annual Fence Training School in Sebring, FL ,February 18th
through the 21st. Seventeen students from five different States and
Canada attended this year. Prior to the school kick off, NAFCA held its
spring Board Meeting followed by a reception and welcome at the Inn
on the Lakes. Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday the students and
instructors worked at the golf course at the various stations. While the
weather was unseasonably warm, it was a welcome change of pace for
our northern students traveling to Florida for a few days of sunshine.
One of the benefits of the NAFCA fence training school is that all
projects are real world applications of the various fence projects. The
students, alongside seasoned veteran installers, install fence that will
actually be put to use. This year the chain link class installed a twenty
foot back stop at one of the baseball diamonds within the park. The
ornamental aluminum class replaced dilapidated chain link with new
aluminum fence donated by Alumi-Guard. The wood fence class
replaced worn out picket fence around the playground with new cedar
stringers and pickets provided by Qual Line Fence. The farm and ranch
fence station installed perimeter fence for the golf course; the material
was donated by John Wall, Inc and American Timber. The PVC class
replaced privacy fence damaged by the hurricanes with new material
provided by Bufftech. The gate operator class installed a new
gate/operator (provided by DoorKing) at the one parking lot entrance
and repaired another one. Welding was taught in the golf courses shop
and Stroud Gates provided the material. The welded gates are used on
the golf course in the various other classes.
Continued on Page 7
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Replacing Loops - Watch out for this issue!
By Brian Dickson
Did you know an old loop in the ground can cause false detections even if it isn’t receiving any power? When installing a new loop over
a preexisting loop, it is important to take the necessary steps to prevent headaches later.
When replacing a faulty or failed loop it is important to break up the old loop circuit as much as a possible to prevent false detections
and detector lock up. For saw-cut loops you can either cut over the previous loop pattern to tear up the old loop, or take a drill and
break up the loop circuit every 2 feet.
If you have an old direct burial loop that is under concrete or asphalt and you cannot pull it out, you can still prevent false detections if
you short the old loop lead-in wires by twisting and soldering them together, then ground the old loop with a pigtail to ground. Reset
the detector, now that the loop is shorted and grounded it should not cause false detections. You should short and ground saw-cut
loops that you are unable to pull up as well.
This is an important procedure to incorporate into your loop replacement installations. After all,
you are most likely installing new loops because the old loop is shorting to ground or acting up
intermittently. If water gets into the groove of the old loop, the old loop will short to ground
and can cause a large change in inductance with the new loop that will lead to false detections
and detector lock-up.
This is how an old loop that is not connected to the operator or receiving any power can cause
false detections and detector lock-up. These false detections made by the old loop cause many
headaches and repeat service calls because it will lead to the gate opening on its own, or being
held open. This is a very hard problem to diagnose for most installers since common sense
would tell you that the old loop is not receiving power and shouldn’t be causing false
detections.
Follow these simple rules and say goodbye to repeat service calls caused by old loop systems.

Shorting od loop lead-ins with
a pigtail to ground

Brian Dickson is the General Manager of BD Loops, a designer of preformed direct burial and saw-cut
inductance loops for the gate, door, and parking industries. Brian holds certification as a CAGOI and
is an IDEA Sanctioned trainer. With over 16 years in business the quality of BD Loops is unparalleled.
BD Loops products are available through over 450 distributors in the U.S. and Canada. BD Loops
offers 58 standard preformed loop sizes, all standard and custom loop sizes are ready to be shipped
the same day. The company has several letters of recommendation testifying their professionalism
and design, and is a member of the following associations: AFA, IDA, NAFCA, NOMMA, IPI, CODA,
and IMSA. Visit www.bdloops.com and use the distributor locator to find a distributor near you. If you
would like to speak to Brian Dickson please call BD Loops at 714-723-0946.
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5 Apps to help you achieve better work-life balance

by Mauro Di Tullio, SENIOR ACCOUNT REPRESENTATIVE, ASSOCIATIONS | www.federated.ca

It’s a new year. And with that new year come New
Year’s resolutions and (hopefully) new habits.

Achieving better work-life balance is a common resolution, no matter
what line of work you’re in. A survey done by the Globe and Mail of
more than 2,700 of their readers found that work was the biggest
stressor for Canadians in 2014, beating out categories like family,
money, and love life. A Globe survey with 7,300 respondents found that
more than half of workers were overwhelmed trying to balance the
demands of work with their personal lives.
So it’s not all that surprising that when New Year’s comes around,
people try to remedy their imbalances. But as you may already know,
keeping your resolutions is harder than it may seem. After months,
weeks, or even days, people begin to fall back into old habits.
To help with that, we’ve found five apps that can help you live a more
balanced lifestyle.

ATracker – time management with just a tap.

Many cannot achieve work-life balance simply because they have
trouble managing their time effectively. But with daily habits
established, it can be difficult figuring out what to spend less time on
and what to dedicate more time to. With ATracker you can set out your
daily tasks and track how long you spend on each item. Using this tool,
you can determine if you’re spending too much or too little time on
certain tasks and adjust your schedule accordingly.
The app makes it simple, with one tap to start and stop time tracking.
With the tool, one can track anything, from daily routine work to
housekeeping tasks to hobbies.

Happier – an uplifting community.

In a 2017 report ranking 155 countries by happiness, Canada came in
seventh place. And while that isn’t a bad place to rank, Canada did
drop down a spot from sixth to seventh happiest country in the world
between 2016 and 2017.
Staying positive is a key component to maintaining balance in one’s
life, as plenty of time and energy can be wasted focusing on the
negatives. But sometimes staying positive is hard. We get caught up in
our own personal problems and forget to be grateful for the blessings
we do have. Happier, an app that was created by Nataly Kogan, is
working to change that.
Through free courses that promote health and joy, and a community
where members can share “moments” that brought them joy, the app
works to create a positive environment. Much like Instagram or
Facebook, users can share photos and post about happy moments in
their life, and others can “smile” at their posts. The upbeat community
on Happier may just be the perfect tool to lighten a lengthy commute
or ease your stress after a rough day at work.

Mint – money management made easy.

While money was not the top concern for those surveyed by the Globe
and Mail, worrying about the financial side of things can add to an
already heavy stress load. On top of work and day-to-day life demands,
keeping track of your finances can be hard and can ultimately take
away time you could put towards work, family, or hobbies.

NAFCA News

Mint, a financial management app, provides the perfect space to
track all of your spending in one place, to ensure you don’t spend
extra time stressing about your bank account. Users can link
accounts and cards to track how much they’re spending and what
they’re spending their money on. The app lets users create budgets,
track bills, schedule payments, and check their credit score. It even
offers suggestions based on your spending and budget.

Simply Yoga – yoga for those on the go.

When both the body and mind are relaxed, it’s much easier to focus
at work and fully disconnect from the office while at home. Yoga is a
great way to exercise, both physically and mentally. But for those
weeks when work is just too busy and you don’t get a chance to
grab your mat to hit up a local yoga class, Simply Yoga may be the
answer.
Simply Yoga offers easy follow-along sessions that you can tackle
while at home, or even in a hotel room while on a business trip. The
workout sessions, which are offered in 20, 40, and 60 minute time
intervals, offer more than 60 poses which are all demonstrated by a
certified personal trainer. But don’t just take our word for it: Simply
Yoga has been recommended by the Huffington Post and Business
News Daily for those hoping to balance work and everyday life
better.

Sleep Cycle – wake up at the right time.

Ensuring you get enough sleep is very important, not only for your
health, but also for your productivity during the day. If you’re too
tired from lack of sleep, and accomplish little at work, that can lead
to longer work days and less time at home with your family or less
time seeing your friends.
Bad sleeping habits can also lead to weight gain, increased rates of
workplace accidents, problems staying focused, and higher
likelihoods of catching a cold.
Sleep Cycle, an app endorsed by the New York Times, CNN, and
the Guardian, tracks users’ duration and quality of sleep. It then
creates a 30-minute window around a pre-set alarm. The app wakes
the user within that 30-minute window during the lightest phase of
their sleep, which is the natural waking point.
© Federated Insurance Company
of Canada. All rights reserved.

This document is provided by Federated Insurance Company of Canada
(“Federated”) for informational purposes only to augment your own internal
safety, compliance and risk management practices, and is not intended as a
substitute for assessment or other professional advice by a qualified person or
entity. Federated makes no representations or warranties regarding the accuracy
or completeness of the information contained in this document. Federated shall
not be responsible in any manner for any loss, or any direct, indirect,
consequential, special, punitive or other damages, arising out of your, or any
other person’s, use or reliance on the information contained in this document.

Mauro Di Tullio is the Senior Account Representative for
Associations at Federated Insurance.

Continued from Page 5
In addition to hands on, in-the-field training, there are various sales, blueprint reading, and safety discussions held at
mealtimes and in the evenings. The school concluded on Wednesday with the graduation ceremony. A few city officials
join our school for the graduation dinner and are very grateful for the service we provide the community of Sebring.
NAFCA runs the school at cost in order to keep the registration fee as low as possible. The instructors all volunteer their
time and services for the betterment of the fence industry.

We would like to thank the many participating companies and individuals for their donations of time and material that
make the school possible. We especially thank Mart Prost the FTS Director. His tireless work results in a world class Fence
Training School. Many more pictures and videos of this year’s school can be found at www.4NAFCA.com and on the
NAFCA Facebook page. We will be back in Sebring Feb 10 to Feb 13 2019 for our seventh school. Please take a look at our
website or Facebook page for more information.
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Highlights from the AGM - 2018 Toronto

Congratulations
to all 2018
Pin Recipients

First Name

Last Name

Company

Alexandre

Gravel

Nova Tube Inc.

2013

5

Michel

Bouchard

Option Secure Inc.

2013

5

Michael

Kennedy

Les clôtures L.M

2008

10

Geoff

Bore

Bore Fence Solutions Ltd.

2003

15

Danny

McMahon

D & H Fencing

2003

15

Martin

McCooey

Maritime Fence Ltd.

2003

15

Minton

Fung

North American Pipe & Steel Ltd

2003

15

Mart

Prost

Prost Ltd.

1998

20

Mo

Carninal

Clôtures Directes Inc.

1998

20

Sylvain

Proteau

Cloture Acier G. P. Inc

1993

25

Serge

Ling

Sefaco Inc.

1993

25

Jasmin

Tremblay

La Corporation de Clôtures

1988

30

Nick

Bratkowski

Raybern Erectors Ltd.

1988

30

Dwight

Williams

Lennox Snow Fence Co.

1983

35

Greg

Snow

Fundy Fencing Ltd.

1983

35

Pierre

Miglierina

Clôture(s) Sentinelles Ltée

1983

35

Andre

Berner

Protin Import Ltd.

1983

35

Jean

Bourassa

Colbo Quebec Ltee

1973

45

Sid

Isenberg

Medallion Fence Limited

1968

50

W. E.

Simpson

Simpson's Fence (Chatham) Ltd.

1968

50

André

Bissonnette

Clôture(s) Bel Air Ltée/ Master Halco Corp.

1968

50
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The Hank Witteveen Award of Merit
By Cathie Hofstetter
of McGowan Fence Ltd.

The Hank Witteveen Award of
Merit is awarded to an individual
“in recognition of their
contributions in their efforts to
further the Aims and Objectives
of the Association and Industry in
Canada”. It isn’t awarded
annually, it’s only awarded when
deemed deserving and this year, we had someone who
personifies all this award stands for.

Our fearless leader, Martin McCooey has shepherded this
association through the last number of years, many of them
as President, as the C.F.I.A. reinvented itself. The list of
issues was long, the list of willing volunteers was short.
The list of what has been accomplished during his tenure as
President is impressive,

• A revision and subsequent ballot to update the
Canadian General Standards Board national standards for
chain link fence. He volunteered to lead the revision work,
and believe me, this has been several years of work
mediating disputes, settling differences of opinions and
generally herding the cats.

• A complete rewrite of our bylaws, and other compliance
regulations to receive our Certificate of Continuance from
the Canadian Not-for-Profit Corporations Act or CNCA.
Huge job and he was right there step by step to make sure
the new bylaws best served our members.

• An overhaul of our website and the creation of our
Facebook page.
• An update of our strategic plan, first done in 2006, it
was updated in 2016

• A change in our executive director and the addition of
a contracted accounting person who reports directly to
the board. This also included a change to a new
accounting system.

• Expansion of the board meetings to include advisors
to the board as well as elected directors.
Martin has a refreshing leadership style, he never loses
his positivity or his passion for the C.F.I.A. He has no ego
whatsoever, takes no credit for any of it, though those of
us who work with him know how tirelessly he works to
make this association the best it can be and how much
credit he truly deserves for what we have accomplished in
the last number of years. I didn’t know Martin other than
meeting him once before he reached out and asked for my
help with the bylaws rewrite. His dedication drew me in
and made me glad to be involved. He has such a laid
back style, when he calls it’s “How’s she goin’?” He’s not
afraid to speak his mind, even in the face of opposition
and when a question or issue arises, he just says, “OK,
give ‘er”, and it’s out in the open for discussion.

We are indebted to Martin for all he has brought to the
table, for all he has taken on and accomplished and for
laying the foundation for us to continue.

I am honoured to present the Hank Witteveen award of
merit to Mr. Martin McCooey.

FENCECRAFT - 2018
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FENCECRAFT - 2018

SCHOLARSHIPS

Congratulations to the following CFIA Scholarship recipients!
Best wishes on your future endeavours.

Thank you to all the companies who nominated these
young people and for their support of further education.

Best Booth
Award
Congratulations
ALUMEC

Maggie Huibers (photo top left): Peninsula Construction Inc
Fonthill ON, plans on going to Niagara College in Niagara Falls
for Dental Assisting. “I just wanted to thank you for deciding to award me
with this scholarship! It means a lot”. Maggie Huibers

Logan Mosher (photo top right): Maritime Fence Grand Falls NB, plans on
going to Saint Mary’s University in Halifax for Bachelor of Commerce

Kendall Bistretzan (photo middle left): Strictly Fencing in Moose Jaw SK,
plans on going to Mount Royal University in Calgary for Communications
and Journalism. “Thank you very much for awarding me the Canadian Fence
Industry Association Award! I am very appreciative, and thrilled to have
been chosen for such an honour. Thank you again for your generosity,”
Kendall Bistretzan

Noemie Joannette Lanthier (photo bottom right): Cloture Solival in Lavac
plans on going to Cégep Marie-Victorin for Specialized Education

Alexander Martins (photo bottom left) : Fence Armor in Burlington plans on going to Mohawk
College in Hamilton for Mechanical Engineering
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Talented and hard-working

CONTRACTORS LIKE YOU
turn our pieces into peace of mind
mind..
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THE UNDERGROUND WORLD

By: Terry Murphy C.L.M
INDUSTRY NEWS AS WE GO INTO 2018
Happy New Year everybody. Thank you for your many comments from my
many friends as I walk through the Landscape Congress 2018 Show held
the second week of January. It’s nice to know that many of you read with
interest my monthly column “ The Underground World”. I certainly
appreciate your comments. I will continue with my column and keep you
up to, date on the many issues facing the underground damage
prevention industry and problem facing our many excavators.
LANDSCAPE ONTARIO CONGRESS 2018
It was, as usual, a great show. Thanks to Heather Mac Rae and her team at
Landscape Ontario. I believe this was year 31 for me at Congress. I had
the Mohawk College Level 1 apprenticeship students visit the show on
Wednesday. Their assignment was to visit safety organizations, new
products area, and the education section and get a general feeling of the
industry that they are pursuing. Their assignment was to write a page on
the value of the show to the horticultural industry. I know I will get some
great comments. The Underground Community had representation from
the Ontario Regional Common Ground Alliance, ON1CALL, Union Gas,
TSSA, Enbridge Gas, Occupational Health and Prevention Services,
Infrastructure Health and Safety Services, Super Sucker and others. Safety
and underground damage prevention associated groups like Landscape
Ontario the Fencing industry, the colleges and others all help us get out
“Dig Safe” message out to our all excavating contractors. The Fencing
industry was represented at Congress by the FenceCraft section with a
number of fencing companies having exhibits.

2018 INDUSTRY EVENTS
What is ahead for you to look out for in 2018?
MORE LOCATE SERVICES ON TIME IN 2018
You know that the time that it takes to get locates can improve. By
provincial law, locates are required to be completed within 5 days of your
call to ON1CALL. If the locate has not been completed on time, you are
to call the locator to see what can be done to accommodate your
problem. In most cases the locate firm can reallocate their staff to get
your locate completed. If not, you are to call Steve Waugh at ON1CALL
who will get you action. He is the industry policeman and has the power
to fine the locator if he sees fit. His Job is to know about problems and to
solve them. I have had fewer calls in the last couple of years on locate
problems so I know that timely locates are getting better. I know we still
have a way to go
ORCGA MEMBERSHIP FEES ARE FROZEN FOR 2018
This is year 13 since the ORCGA was born. We have never had an increase
in our ORCGA fees during that time. They will again remain at $125 for
the small contractor with fewer than 20 employees. How can they remain
the same? Two main reasons are evident. The ORCGA management has
paid close attention to managing costs and a focus on membership and
sponsorship growth. This should show you that the ORCGA organization
is responsible and accountable to their members over the years.
Excavating contractors, landscapers and fencing companies should look
at joining the ORCGA because with only 500 + members, chances are that
the competing contractor you are quoting against on a project is not a
member and you can use the ORCGA membership as an important
reason to favour your quote. Membership shows you care for the safety of
you employees and for public safety. If you want a litany of positive and
unique benefits that come with the ORCGA Membership, please contact
Jennifer Parent at 1-866-446-4493 or by email at Jennifer@orgca.com . An
ORCGA membership is the best deal in town bar none!
THE 2018 ORCGA SYMPOSIUM
The underground damage prevention industry has an annual three day
convention similar to the three day Landscape Ontario Congress. We call
it “THE SYMPOSIUM”. This year it is being held Feb 9, 10 and 11 at the
Blue Mountain Resort in Collingwood. Last year it was in Niagara Falls. It is
very similar to the LO congress and features the ORCGA AGM, Seminars,
Trade Show, Recreational Activities, Guest Speakers and an ORCGA Board
of Directors Meeting. This SYMPOSIUM is open to the landscape, fencing
and excavating industries. For further details contact Keith Begley at the
ORCGA office at Keith@orcga.com or go to the ORCGA website for an
agenda. This is an information packed three day session. Don’t miss it!
CANADA BLOOMS 2018
For the third straight year the ORCGA will put an exhibit into the 2018
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Canada Blooms show March 9-18, at the Enercare Centre at the
Exhibition Grounds in Toronto. The Theme this year is “Let’s go to the
Movies”. Our ORCGA exhibit will focus on showing the public what
utility services are underground that may be damaged when they
dig without calling ON1CALL for locates. Most of the public are
totally unaware of their obligation and the requirement under the
law to “Call For Locates Before They Dig “. The exhibit is designed by
Sean James and built by Bruce Wilson Landscaping. ON1CALL is
sponsoring the exhibit. See the Canada Blooms website for further
details on the show. Mohawk College apprenticeship students will
volunteer to help build the exhibit. Thanks to all the volunteers for
their help on this project, especially Charlie Wilson and Tim Mcliesh
of Bruce Wilson Landscaping. By the way, our Canada Blooms show is
in partnership with the National Home Show, so your one admission
gets you into both show areas.
FENCING INDUSTRY INVOLVMENT
In addition to writing for the Landscape Industry, I will also continue
with a similar column for the fencing Publication, “Fence Focus”. That
is a quarterly publication. We endeavour to bring any damage
prevention industry information and news to the fencing industry.
As you know, the fencing industry participates in the LO Congress
with their “Fencecraft" exhibit area. They are an integral part of the
damage prevention industry and are working hard to foster a
responsible challenge to reduce utility strike in 2018. Their utility hits
have increased each year and need an all-out effort to reduce this
trend.
2018 ORCGA GEOGRAPHIC COUNCILS
Just as Landscape Ontario has Chapters, the ORCGA has Geographic
Councils. There are 13 Councils across the province. They have
regional meetings to focus on underground hit reduction and
membership growth and also have guest speakers. All Landscape
Ontario Members are welcomed to attend any of the 13 Geographic
Councils meetings. See the ORCGA Website for meeting location and
dates. We hope to have a closer relationship in 2018 between the LO
Chapters and the ORCGA geographic Councils.
LANDSCAPE ONTATIO WINTER SEMINAR PROGRAM SERIES
All ORCGA Members should note that the Landscape Ontario Winter
Seminar program at the Landscape Ontario site in Milton is available
to all of the damage prevention industry members. These 100
seminars are scheduled throughout the winter months while most of
the excavation industry is on slow down or layoff. If you are a
member of the ORCGA, you can get the Landscape Ontario member
discount for all seminars. This is a saving of about 33% off the
seminar price. Please note that almost all seminars are one day, run
from 9AM to 4 PM and include lunch and all day coffee. These
savings alone can easily pay for your ORCGA membership fee. Check
it out on the Landscape Ontario Website or call Kathy McLean at
Landscape Ontario at 1-800-265-5656 for more information.
BACK YARD LOCATOR PROGRAM
As you know, when you call ON1CALL for locates, the locate provided
is from the street service into the entrance to the building. If you are
working on the side or back yard, the locate provided probably does
not cover any facilities that are in the back or side yards of the
property. Therefore you may want to have your own personal locator
equipment so you can check for underground lines before you dig.
Included in the 2018 LO Seminar Program are courses on Back Yard
Locate Training. All landscaper, fencers, and irrigation contractors can
benefit from such a program. This three hour seminar may prevent a
utility hit as you can locate your own utility lines. This course is
offered in Milton and in Ottawa.
CONCLUSION
This column attempts to give ORCGA, Landscape Ontario and
Fencing Association members information on various activities that
are available to you in 2018 Many will give your staff ungraded
training in their field and also increase the professionalism of your
industry. Please contact me at tvmurphy@ca.inter.net if you want
any information on the events mentioned or if you need any
counselling or advice on additional training for staff development or
special sessions for your company.
Please contact me if you have any comments, suggestions or
questions on this article.
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Tymetal Corp.
Gate and Operator Systems

Fortress ® Aluminum
Cantilever Gates with
matching UL listed
gate operators

/HDGLQJ
Manufacturer
For Over 25 Years
New K4 & K12
Tested Crash Gates
&XVWRP'UDZLQJV
6SHFL¿FDWLRQV

Introducing Crash Tested
Shallow Mount Bollards
Contact Tymetal Corp.
800-328-GATE www.tymetal.com
Supplying the most reliable gate systems direct to Canadian fence contractors
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PLEASE
NOTE!

Application for Membership
Please complete entire application carefully and return to: Jaina Prost
13473 County Rd. 18 Williamsburg, ON K0C 2H0 • ph: 613-543-0016 • fx: 613-543-3975

visit us on the web - www.cfia.ca
TITLE

NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY

POSTAL CODE

PHONE

FAX

EMAIL

WEB SITE

SPONSOR’S NAME
Check your company description: Installer: Residential
Retailer:

Manufacturer:

Annual dues:

$350 plus applicable taxes

Name on card
Exp. date

Commercial

Distributor/Wholesaler:

Agent:

Payable by: cheque
Card number

Signature
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Visa

or Master Card

